The buzz about caffeine

Popular beverages are a huge money-maker for university, but cause some health issues.

Brandon Mos

Agoura

There is something exciting about energy drinks, coffee and sodas all day long in college. Students cut their caffeine intake in the library or the bookstore, but the roar required to finish those daunting class assignments. At the University of Idaho, the energy drink craze alone does in 167.7 million in revenue per year. With students consuming to enhance efficiency, many don’t take time to look at the consequences or even consider how much caffeine is too much.

Caffeine releases epinephrine and dopamine into the brain. These natural hormones usually liberate energy, but could potentially cause a death if consumed at high levels. It can cause a depletion of these hormones, said Verna Qunzel, UI’s Director of Health and Wellness Services. This causes fatigue or what is usually called a “crash.”

"It doesn’t worth its word,” the legacy said. “This time what I’ve heard from students. These individuals who had been on caffeine and were trying something different. A healthy diet makes it that they don’t need so much caffeine.”

Bergmann said it can be harder for students to find a diet that provides “fatigue.”

“If someone said it to me, I would probably put one in the library.”

 Curlis general manager.

“(Energy drinks and probably No. 1. That doesn’t in- clude coffee.)”

Coffee, which contains less caffeine than energy drinks, not including herbal coffee, won the biggest seller last semester. Among the five different brands on campus, students favored Starbucks. In addition to the large selection of products, students could order their batch coffee in store. UI won’t be able to cut off caffeine intake.

“Coffee, which contains less caffeine than energy drinks, not including herbal coffee, won the biggest seller last semester,” Curlis said. “Among the five different brands on campus, students favored Starbucks. In addition to the large selection of products, students could order their batch coffee in store.”

UI won’t be able to cut off caffeine intake. Rather, students can use their caffeine knowledge to maximize their coffee choices. For example, students can utilize the caffeine in coffee to boost their energy levels, Curlis said. Students can consume coffee before working out or before an exam to improve their focus and concentration.

While the buzz offered by energy drinks is addictive, addiction is just one downside of a caffeine label – energy drinks, coffee and soda can be an expensive.

Navy man, tuba player at home in Vandal Card office

Matt Newe Agoura

Vandal cards don’t come with an instruction booklet or handy to- peset, but most would agree that they haven’t suffered under a lack of use.

In fact, the Vandal card is so widely used, it’s a 2-year-old with his good name, Mike Sobon, who has worked in the Vandal Card Office for six years, has witnessed the strange results of that and more.

As well as resolving abandon- ed accounts with our students and faculty, Sobon has become an expert in the account department and gets other identification cards to people who need them. He said he resolves access issues when cards don’t work and he helps students meet their goals for people who live in and off cam- pus. However, every student has experienced problems with their access card.

"We sell every possible card on campus at least once at one point or another," he said.

Prior to his time at the Vandal Card Off- fice, Sobon was in the U.S. Navy in 1992 and 1993 and served in the United States and the United States Navy during the Gulf War. His 20 years of military service included three years of active duty and more than 20 years of reserve duty. He was a bus driver for the Moscow School District 26. After completing his degree, he worked at a sec- ond part-time job in the Accounts Payable office for the company before moving into his current position. He began full-time em- ployment in 2011 and swapped his service for his card.

"It doesn’t happen often," he said. "But sometimes cards will come up in the Vault, and I’ll assign them from when I drove them to school on the bus."

Kate Johnson, an employee at the Hall Health Store in the Student Account Office, said she’s worked with Sobon for two years of his three from last year. She said they often get cards of his work, she said, to help students with meal plans and a variety of stores.

Sohn, the current manager of the store, said he has been a part of the store’s employee for the past two years.

"It’s been a joy to be a part of the store’s employee for the past two years.," he said. "They are a great group of people and a great group of people here."
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The AP reported today that one in every 100 Americans is incarcerated. Unless we have grossly underestimated our circulation, congratulations on being one of the other 99.
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BEYOND THE SHEETS

Maurice Mariel Cruz is coming tonight. It's an annual event which has, within the past five years, become a big drunken party. I have nothing against big festivals, they just suggest making wise decisions while out and about. Also, some things should be kept in mind this weekend.

First of all, it is important to note that some chest bearing during the hunt for Mariel Cruz bands. An even more important aspect to note and keep in mind is that just because she flashes you, does not mean she has any interest in you or her chest. Choices are subjective. She is just walking around. Do not interpret or make other assumptions.

Women should keep in mind that you are not required to bare your chest. You, the backwards one, and hopefully you collect services (6 to 9, is your goal). There are some situations however, where wearing a bra would not be worth it. Perhaps the person in question is not that great. Perhaps you just need a more comfortable fitting your shirt is in public. Perhaps the person wanting to give items to you when you feel uncomfortable, never wears a bra or crops you out. In any of these situations, you have the right to say "No!"

There are some things I never recommend and the following is especially true during Mariel Cruz.

Do not have sex while intoxicated. Your chances of making bad, unwise decisions regarding sex are greatly increased while intoxicated. You may hook up with someone you do not have an interest in. You may not even be aware you are drinking when you had no intention to. While undressing, the condoms will fall out, be seen and hopefully used. Women can also plan ahead. Recipient condoms are wonderful options. These are just suggestions to avoid a latex heater for the vagina with a small amount hanging outside. It may look like you are getting somewhere, when in fact you are not. If for some reason you feel you are, please insert your latex or other barrier method. It is very possible, with some effort, to effectively avoid unwanted pregnancies.

Another good aspect about recipient condoms is that they can be in the body for about eight hours — allowing it to be inserted before going into the party, and taken out after the night through all con- fusing and strange situations, regardless of use (but especially so if they have been used). Finally, there is a topless ordinance in Moscow. Be aware of where you are and who is around when lifting your shirt. Have fun, be safe, and have a good time!
Fraternity wants to rebuff cold at Women's Center

Quilla Watson / Argonaut

Alpha Tau Omega is working to keep its members warm this winter with a new direction. With many universities, including the University of Idaho, enacting policies to increase the number of their members' campuses since 2015, new members for chapter President Richard Stackhouse said, "The frater is made up of 11 members at the beginning of the fall semester. The fraternity has more than half of these members. We have grown.

McKenna Anderson, a senior class of Idaho, said that there were 11 members last semester. Stackhouse said that the fraternity is looking for more members and has been working on the expansion of the fraternity over the past four years.

Alpha Tau Omega is working on improving its image to keep members warm. During the fall semester, the fraternity would cover the entire house with the case. They are still working on this project. The fraternity is working on improving its image to the fraternity over the past four years. The fraternity is working on improving its image to the fraternity over the past four years.

"We need to be better in the fall," Stackhouse said. "We need to be better in the fall."
Cows aren’t the only entity circa 2021 with just 12 students traveling to Beijing. This year, half of the students filled out an application in order to attend and preferably hold positions. The students were chosen by the Volunteer Coordinator and the students who helped in the organization and the citizens who attended were put into service. So, we will get more interaction with our loved ones, and this will be an opportunity for them to participate in our discussions and learn about us.

Dean said there are two things students must do when they visit China. The first is to learn about the culture and how to travel with the Chinese. The second is to learn some basic Chinese words that will help them on their journey.

Dean is the advisor for the hall that students are visiting and said the idea was proposed by a new member of the China Study Alliance. He said the purpose of the trips is to provide students with an opportunity to learn about the country and its culture.

The students will be staying in a hotel in Beijing and will be traveling to various cities in China. They will be experiencing Chinese cuisine, culture, and history. The students will also be visiting places such as the Great Wall of China, the Forbidden City, and the Forbidden City.

The students will be studying Chinese language and cultural customs. The trip is expected to last for about two weeks.
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It was dark Wednesday night in the city. Three people waited in the darkness for someone to remember them so they could get home. They had a great speaker to help organize a long and generally well-developed event. The, you know, the main point was that they had to stay in the dark until they were remembered.

Later in the week, a small group of students decided to take a break from caffeine and go for a night out. They were all about having a good time and feeling relaxed. They were all about being social and enjoying each other's company. They were all about having a good time and feeling relaxed.
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ASUI from page 1

"ASUI's role in the student body is that of being a resource and a support. The ASUI staff are there for the students, and the students have the power to make our system work," said President Josephine Gaffney. "This is where we feel we have an important role to play in the college." The student government task force began meeting earlier in the fall, and President Gaffney said the students who are interested in being involved should contact the ASUI office.

"ASUI is the voice of the student body. We are the students' way to speak and be heard," said President Josephine Gaffney. "We are here to represent the students and their concerns."
Students serve others at Idaho
Lizmee Shepherd

Fafanyo Asiseh came to the University of Idaho from Ghana, and for the last year her battle has been fighting Darfur, a war on hunger.

"A lot of people think it's just in Africa, but this is a global issue. It's eight in the morning and we have to get up, we have to eat," she said.

Asiseh, a second-year graduate student and the recording chair for the UI student chapter of the United Nations Peace Corps, is known as a role model for other students.

"She encourages others to do what she's doing," said Scott Lloyd, director of New Student Services.

"We all committed to making the world a better place," said Alex Edstrom, director of Student Outreach.

Edstrom was appointed the student outreach director after the sudden death of his predecessor, Alex Goddard.

"He had the same goals that we have," said Lloyd.

The national organization is made up of 12 councilors with mutual awareness being one of the most successful. They hold yearly programs (for example the Move-In Program) and participate with collegiate organizations.

Goddard saw a correlation of that awareness.

"We get a lot of groups on campus together to support each other and I think the groups are a lot more aware of the war on hunger," he said.

A junior at UI, Goddard has always been passionate about the war on hunger.

"I'm her third year at UI and she said it was very close to her heart," said Lloyd.

Mary Cleaman Blew

University continues to boost student enrollment efforts
Will MacMillians

With the University of Idaho's continued decline in enrollment, university officials have been taking steps to advance the situation.

"We're trying to lure the student for whom this school would be a good fit," said Lloyd. "We want the student who will be successful here," Scott said.

According to Scott, UI offers more than $21 million in scholarships to students.

"That's more than any other public institution," Scott said.

The university also offers a variety of opportunities for undergraduate study, such as the National Medal for Student Achievement and academic programs.

The university believes that increases in enrollment will be a possibility in the future.

"We've added $2 million in resources to scholarships for students who show high merit," Scott said.

The university also offers scholarships for transfer students, student scholars and leadership students.

"We've increased the number of scholarships offered at the university," said Scott. "We've added $3 million in academic programs to our programs."

Scott said that the university's strategy is to improve enrollment at the university.

"We are making significant progress in our efforts to improve enrollment," Scott said.

In addition to the new scholarship efforts, the university has increased marketing and advertising efforts in areas such as the Targhee Basin, Idaho, Boise, Coeur d'Alene and Spokane.

Scott said that the university has expanded its marketing and advertising efforts in those areas.

"This is the first year we've added a significant amount of money to our marketing efforts," Scott said.

The university also offers a variety of scholarships for students who show high merit.

Scott also said that the university has increased its marketing efforts in the areas of enrollment, scholarships and financial aid.

"Our efforts have been successful," Scott said.

Zang also noted that the number of Idaho State students has increased.
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The fine points of college parties

It's only a movie, until someone dies

Remember the opening of "Scream 2" with the screaming and Jada Pinkett getting shot up by the sword? The show, but the sword itself? It's only a gadget. Two fellas, Carlifornia, just fell flat because they lived in the show. In the movie, they were watching, a 2007 horror movie called "The Farmer," and about a strange transmission that broadcast through every cell phone, TV and radio and lands people into a virtual world. Back up a second. Two teens were randomly selected while watching a movie about a sword sending people into psychopathic killers. The local news report on this incident that day said, "The local news reported that the sword and the attack could be used to kill someone's family with a computer game or a virtual world." It was not a computer game. But it was a virtual world of sorts.

I can't remain silent, but let's not let on the facts.

I am not calling for a ban on horror movies, I am calling for a ban on violence, graphic video games. A good movie, a good video game should have a window and a noise barrier, not just a window, a barrier. If this happens, I have to take action. I, as the editor of the "Argonaut," am going to do something about it. I, as the editor of the "Argonaut," am going to investigate the virtual world of "The Farmer." We are going to get to the bottom of this. We are going to get to the bottom of this. As the editor of the "Argonaut," I am going to do everything in my power to bring this to light.

See PAPER, page 9
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Cult of hope? Pass the Kool-Aid!

Rory Whitney

Welcome, dear reader, to all the Obama fanatics, and their agog followers. Of course, at least a few will still be in denial about the obfuscation and the state of lies about the massage therapy. And of course, the vehemence with which they will declare their faith, the certainty with which they will defend their beliefs, and the utter revulsion they will feel at the mere suggestion of their being wrong.

But consider what happens when people feel they have been betrayed. That was a key theme in the recent book by Alan Fromm, The Fateful Years. In it, he describes how the Church of England was torn apart by a series of scandals, and how the people who were involved were treated like traitors. The result was a culture of denial and self-deception, where people were unwilling to speak the truth about what had happened.

Radical change is coming, and it is going to be hard. The political landscape will be transformed, and the old order will be swept away.

MOVIE

page 0

REALM OF THE VAMPIRES!

They're back, back to their old haunting ways.

Clay Lashbrook

(Elizabeth City, NC)

Stay tuned as our favorite vampire and his companions return to the screen in a brand new film. This is the movie you've been waiting for, and it's definitely worth the wait.

Be sure to watch the entire film to see what happens next.

It's time for the College, CSU, to put ways...
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Beads for charity

There is more to Moscow Mardi Gras than meets the eye, with local business owners donating ticket proceeds to charities.

Valerie Banta contributed.

Happy birthday, Dr. Seuss

Remembering work of a legendary author and artist

Kevin O'connor

To many, Dr. Seuss is a legendary author and artist known for his whimsical stories and characters. His birthday, March 2, is celebrated with a special event at Wsu's Cowlitz Hall.

The event, which is held every year on March 2, includes a reading of one of Dr. Seuss's books, a performance of the story by volunteers, and an interactive craft activity for children.

The event is open to the public and is free to attend. It is a great opportunity to celebrate the life and work of Dr. Seuss and to enjoy some fun activities with friends and family.

The event is sponsored by the Wsu English Department and the Wsu Bookstore.

As for the celebration of Dr. Seuss's birthday, the Wsu English Department and the Wsu Bookstore have planned a variety of activities to commemorate the occasion.

These activities include a reading of one of Dr. Seuss's books, a performance of the story by volunteers, and an interactive craft activity for children.
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As for the celebration of Dr. Seuss's birthday, the Wsu English Department and the Wsu Bookstore have planned a variety of activities to commemorate the occasion.

These activities include a reading of one of Dr. Seuss's books, a performance of the story by volunteers, and an interactive craft activity for children.
Cruising through culture

Sydney Boyd

A big budget and a week of fun are not always necessary to be immersed in culture. At the University of Idaho's annual "Cruise the World" event on Saturday, everyone can have a vacation without leaving Moscow.

A lot of people would like to travel but don't have the funds, time or energy to do so. Assistant Professor of English, Jim Clerc, international friendship association coordinator, the International Friendship Association is hosting the event and is funded by AIDL and International Programs.

"It's a big event, the international book fairs of different cultures, foods and music. We have a different boat for every culture," Clerc said.

"During this event, the international book fairs, sounds and smells wonderful," Clerc said.

Cultural booths, staffed by student ambassadors, will offer the prevalent different kinds of cultures.

Ludwine Clerc, assistant professor of International Studies major was involved in the French booth, which will feature France this year. It's the second year of "It's the French food," Clerc said.

"France has a lot of different things," Clerc said. "I've even tried to get them to taste a kirschnik (a.k.a. "it's the French culture")."

As part of their food, the French will be making a wine and cheese pair of the most popular wines our country has.

While people are trying out new foods on their plates, there will be a new performance by "The Grand Voice of the World". The performer will be part of the entertainment for this little Africa-

Sound.

New this year is a Guatemalan guitarist who will be playing traditional folk songs from Guatemala, accompanied by balloon dancers who will also be entertaining the crowd.

"It's the Latin culture," Clerc said.

"Traditionally, balloon dancers will have the chance to learn how to create it, put it to a kirschtrick (a.k.a. a song)."

"It's a new culture," Clerc said.

While people are enjoying food and music, there will be a variety of performances on the stage every half hour.

"There will be a lot of different ages, there will be about 12 performers of all ages, but that doesn't mean the kids the show will be selling won't be delicious," Clerc said.

"It's a wonderful event," Clerc said.

For people who want to see a variety of cultures and food, Clerc said, "It's the perfect event, everyone can experience new things.

In their own experience of coming to a new culture, Clerc said, "It opened my eyes, to be exposed to cul-

ture.

Clerk said the event benefits the community, "One of our goals is to globalize student views," Clerc said. "The World helps students share their culture with the campus and community and dem-

spirits communities between experiences in the U.S. and abroad.

Cruise the WORLD

The event will take place from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday in the SUB Ballroom.

Anyone can purchase a ticket for $10 at any time in the SUB Ballroom and up to 18 and under can attend for $5. There will be a farewell purchase at the SUB information desk or call 885-4363.

H.TEXTS end

SESS drawing from page 10

She said potentially useful

metaphors and lessons can be
drawn from Seuss' writings.

"It's much more than that," O'Connor said. "I think his work is under-utilized by adults.

"The whole point was to make

reading fun," Thomas said. "It makes that fun if you help. If you don't understand, the kids get that, obviously.

"You can find reasons to

read anywhere the reason we can sometimes get turned off by them," Thomas said.

Assistant professor of creative writing, Daniel O'Connor also reflected positively on growing up with Seuss' writing.

"It's always been great stuff for children," O'Connor said. "A

H. Tolkien once wrote in a paper, 'It's a pity, but I put them into kids' books to a book there. I'm not sure they were even

aged enough, I don't want to do other children.

O'Connor said he has been occupied with the Seuss since he was a kid and is the author of "The Grand Voice of the World".

"As a child I used to

seesaw sugar with it and a story," O'Connor said. "It's funny, the more I've seen, the more I've enjoyed watching it every year.

Mardi Gras is for animals too

Mardi Gras Madness at the Moscow Animal Shelter will feature an event at 5 p.m. on Saturday in the Moscow Palouse.

"There will be the free night and there will be food and

drinks," said Franci Mantor, shelter manager.

ArtsBRIEFS

ASU prepares for concerts

Voice for a great artist is the Idaho Repertory Theatre which will present "The Grand Voice" beginning Thursday, March 4 at the UI Hartman Theatre.

Auditions are from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday, March 2 and 3 at 17 of the new IRT Theatre, located off of the Moscow campus in the IRT building.

While the IRT will incorporate hit and pieces of 14 classic musicals selected from 102 years of "Horton Hears a Who!" and "The Cat in the Hat", full and available show is available on the IRT Website at www.IRTcenter.cdi.edu.

The information call John Rich at 834-7703.

IRT to hold local auditions

The Idaho Repertory Theatre will be holding auditions for local and regional vocal students, March 6 at the UI Hartman Theatre.

Auditions are from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. and may be scheduled from June 28 to August 3 with callbacks begin at the end of May.

Both male and female ac-

2011 age 18 and over are essential in auditions and must sign up for an audition time with Billy Bean andInterface, the new director of local and regional vocal programming.

As in past at Shoup Hall Theatre, by phone at 834-8001, or by email to auditions@irtcenter.cdi.edu.

The five-minute audition will include will work with a voice monitor and one on-camera interview containing two questions:

"What is your favorite thing about singing, and what do you have prepared to sing with 16 bars of music?"

A DJ player will be pro-

vided, but actors should bring their own music.

There is also one youth part available for a 14 to 19 years old, and male, role of "Sid the Worm" in "Seussical".

Both male and female ac-

2011 must audition for stage experience and do not need to be preparing specific songs for auditions.

For more information, contact Billy Bean at 834-7703 or auditions@irtcenter.cdi.edu.

Exhibit at Above the Rim Gallery

The Above the Rim Gal-

lery is currently showing the way for the 200th anniversary of the Battle of New Orleans.

The exhibit will feature various artists, including Beals, mixed media collages by Jane Beals and sculptures by Michael Beals.

"Above the Rim Gallery is a part of the larger Living History Project involving Paradise Creek Ranches, at 513 South Main Street, Moscow.

For more information, contact Claire on 458-1907 on 458-1907.

Taste wins at Camas Prairie

Camas Prairie Wines will have a wine tasting event from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. today.

For more information, contact the University of Idaho Alumni Office at 885-9570.
BEADS
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they’ve been playing at Mon- tessori dance on and off for six years, "It’s a good fundraiser for groups in Monroe," Kember said.
Bill Cole, the Assistant Man- ager at the Lantern Lounge said that Monroe Montessori is one of his favorite nights of the year. "It’s a great charity event and we’ve won places in the case of the last year’s competition," Cole said. "We all love the Montessori and it’s always a favorite of the year." Cole said, "We all love the Montessori and it’s always a favorite of the year." Cole also mentioned that the money raised at the event goes into five bins. "The pay prize winners, you get in every continent," Created said. "There are tons of people and they’ll do the same style thing."
While other places down- town the CJs and the Beach and the Argonaut during Saturday night, they are not af- filiated with the official Monroe Montessori Dance charity.The event will be held at the Argonaut every Wed- nesday night, which benefits the Heart and Harvest Pantry and is sponsored by Z-Pan.

‘Burnout Paradise’ is heaven on wheels

There’s something about the shut- tered glass and metal that makes gamers critics wish they could watch their favorite bands bend down the busy streets of Paradise City. "Burnout Paradise" for PlayStation 3 is a new edition of the developer’s signature white-knuckle racing and arcade feel to the open road. The biggest draw to Paradise City is the new open-world mechanic. Bundled with the new game are many new cars and challenges selected from a menu, players are dropped into Paradise City with the option to buy, race, and do the other usual activities. The game is packed with quirky details and plenty to do.

All of Paradise City has an event, which can range from simple to complex. Beyond simple broken windows and crucified donated, cars twist and roll, backtracking with a little too much speed. Speaking of injury. Christian has to turn the game off as his favorite mixed-in.

To start a race, just pull up in a stoplight, hold the brake, and move into the go. The open-world racing genre idea isn’t new, but "Burnout" does it best. The only complaint about the setup is the lack of a re- sponder option when players stick. If players want to make an accident, they have to turn themselves into that interaction and try it again. Early on, it’s not that frustrat- ing, thinking I’m going to get a move on the finish line. But by the time you get to the Play- off, backtracking with a little too much speed.

In the end, it’s another solid game from Burnout to add to their collection.

Sandra Cifelli

Pick up the Argonaut every Tuesday and Friday
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Idaho track and field looks to capitalize on regular season successes

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Vandals can’t keep up

The University of Idaho women’s basketball team was never beaten by the Rainbow Wahine women’s basketball team this year. The Vandals lost 73-67 to the Wahine on Wednesday night.

Last time the two teams met up, the Wahine came out with a similar win.

With the loss, the Vandals dropped to 2-2 on the season after the loss. They are currently in 11th place in the WAC.

The Wahine are 1-3 so far this season. They are currently ranked 8th in the WAC.

Vandals in Action

Bobs
Men’s tennis travels to Spokane for a match against Gonzaga University.

Track and field continues competition in the WAC Indoor Championships on Saturday.

Women’s basketball is 0-3-0 against San Jose State at 2:15 p.m. in the Cowan Spectrum.

Saturday’s Women’s basketball is 0-3 against San Jose State at 2:15 p.m. in the Cowan Spectrum. The winless Vandals will host the Spartans in the first of two games.

Sunday’s Women’s basketball is at home against Idaho State at 2:00 p.m.

The women’s golf team will head to Salt Lake City for the final home match. The match will be the first of the season and will be action during the spring season.

Levi Johnson

The University of Idaho track and field team will head on to the track for the 2007 WAC Championships.

Senior Levi Johnson is one of the athletes who is looking forward to the championship.

Johnson is a member of the Rainbow Wahine team. He said, “I have been working hard all season for this opportunity.”

Johnson is also excited about the upcoming season. “I am excited to see how we do as a team.”

Johnson is looking forward to the championship. “I am looking forward to the championship. I want to see where we stand as a team.”

Women’s lacrosse resurfaces at Idaho

Rob Toddek

A group of University of Idaho women’s lacrosse players did not make it to the championship. They were cut by the coach.
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A break from the road

Scott Stone

WOMEN

The women’s team also gets a rest from traveling this weekend as they host the final home match of the season, a doubleheader against Idaho State on Sunday. The women will be looking to improve on their disappointing weekend in Boise where they went 0-2. “It’s a home match so we should have the home court advantage,” Bean said.

Some could argue Wagoner doesn’t come easy though. Bean said there are four courts in the Kibbie Dome, two of them are standard courts and two of them have a different surface material and are “very fast.”

Bean compared it to playing football on natural grass and then switching to a concrete surface. “That’s the difference,” Bean said referring to the “very fast” courts.

The women’s team matches will begin Sunday morning at 10:00 a.m. in the Kibbie Dome and admission is free.

We invite you to join us and...

Saturday
March 1, 2008

11:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

University of Idaho

INDIANA UNIVERSITY OF PURDUE UNIVERSITY OF INDIANA

WITH PASSPORTS TO ADVENTURE

An international celebration featuring the University of Idaho International Student Association looking at their countries!

Enjoy the entertainment every hour! For details call 257-3743.

Admission:

Adults $5.00

Children 5-12 $3.00

Children under 5 FREE

Fighting for a career

Nick Good/Athletics

Vandal tennis player, Rob Chalkley, serves past his double partner, Tim Hughes during their Tuesday afternoon practice in preparation for their match against Gonzaga in Spokane Thursday evening.

The Argonaut

MEN

After traveling to Arizona and Colorado, the men’s tennis team finally gets to play close to home as they travel to Spokane, where they’ll take on Gonzaga and Eastern Washington University.

Coach Jeff Beanou and co-captain Rob Chalkley said they will be focusing on recovery this week.

The men are coming off of a tough weekend finishing 3-0 in Colorado and Arizona, but they are excited about the upcoming matches.

On Tuesday, the Vandal will take on Gonzaga, who defeated them last year but has a current record of 3-5, and is showing no sign of being a dominant team this season.

“I think the match ups are really good,” Chalkley said. “I think we have a really good opportunity to step up and take the game to them.”

The men will get a day off and head to Cheney, Wash. on Tuesday to take on EWU, who may be a little more realistic this year.

The Vandal is 1-0 this year and defeated Gonzaga earlier this season with a dominating 4-0 victory.

Beanou’s team has a lot better than they’ve ever had in the past. With 6-0 and 6-1 singles, the Vandal has a historically talented team, so we go to win them.

The men have a current record of 10-6.

We will be using the Argonaut's email address (theargonaut@uidaho.edu) to send you updates about this event.
DIARY OF A FANTASY GEEK

Preparing for top picks in fantasy baseball

I love fantasy baseball. It's the second best fantasy sport to play after golf, but only slightly behind because it happens in early April and ends late September, which is by far the longest season.

Playing fantasy baseball gives me a sports edge, something other guys might envy when I spend my summer watching baseball on the only major sport in season.

It takes much more time than every other fantasy sport combined. It's a daily grind for owners like me, who are constantly watching the stat lines, victors and failures. It's amazing what my fantasy team owners are doing.

Fantasy baseball takes more time than every other fantasy sport combined. It's a daily grind for owners like me, who are constantly watching the stat lines, victors and failures. It's amazing what my fantasy team owners are doing.

There will be many players who never heard of this will begin seasons and leave your team.

I recommend playing fantasy baseball in the spring because it's easier. It's a better season than April and June.

Last season I know a guy who made $2,000 from an ESPN draft. He won the league, but all he did was choose a 21-year-old, 6'8" 250 lb. pitcher who was not on any draft list. Four of 10 people in his league, he won.

Another tip when drafting your team: stick with a Routine. You will be able to draft players like C.C. Sabathia, Johnny Damon, Alex Rodriguez or John Smoltz.

Johnny Damon (Argonaut Staff)

Golf takes fifth in fantasy baseball

The University of Idaho's men's golf team traveled to Santa Clara, Calif. for the CGA 2004 Invitational Monday with hopes of rewriting a victory with the team's new assistant coach, Jon Burdett, as his players were set off guard.

The team that 74-over-par 309, a five-place finish out of 10 teams, it was the team's first invitational appearance since the 1998-99 season.

"The guys played pretty well in the first round and the second two rounds were just OK," Burdett said.

The team participated in tournaments in both fall and spring for a total of 10 tournaments throughout the year. It's a very competitive mode because you have to carry the weight of the team and there is no one that can replace you."

"In spring, they think some just out of competition mode because they are usually winning some," Burdett said.

The Idaho team is hoping to reconquer some of the years when Idaho based a tournament and took the title.

"We played in Utah, where we took third place at the千古 and Red Grading.

This spring the team is not holding any tournaments. They will travel to Utah State, Southern California and New Mexico to look for the spring season. He and Kaufmann are on scholarship.

LACROSSE
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issues with clubs," Gresh said. "It's more about the fun students have.

Gresh said he feels as

The men's team was the NCAA Men's Lax Championship winner last season. They won the competition at the national level. The seniors have been invited to the nationals and the team is in the process of selecting the team. The men's team is in the process of selecting the team.

That doesn't mean that Idaho is a safe bet to make it to the next level. Many clubs includ-
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Get the NAKED truth

Truth: Sexually Transmitted Diseases are serious.

Truth: You can get an STD from oral, vaginal or anal sex.

Truth: STDs can cause stress and embarrassment.

Truth: If you have sex, the best way to protect yourself is to use a condom.

Players leave on the eve of free agency

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The FBI took the Rogers Clemens case Thursday, told the Jury Department to investigate, and a grand jury was convened to hear testimony from the pitcher when he testified to Congress that he never took performance-enhancing drugs.

The FBI's involvement was announced one day after the Justice Department and Government Reform Committee held a hearing to discuss whether the Justice Department, or the FBI, served as the government's lead investigative body in the Mitchell probe.

The FBI case was made public Thursday by special prosecutor Andrew Weissmann, who told Congress he would be the lead prosecutor in the case.

"The Justice Department is working, as it always does, to ensure that the investigation proceeds in an efficient manner," Weissmann said. "To that end, the Justice Department has taken action to ensure that the interests of the government are served."